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Abstract
Seán Byers (2019) presents a comprehensive overview of the post-crash political landscape in Northern Ireland. His most significant contribution is, perhaps, the most understated: that the Blairite settlement is incapable of resolving the social cleavages that threaten any possibility of harmony. He highlights, again and again, the ways in which apparently divergent actors, such as Sinn Fein and the DUP are brought together through the demands of neoliberal governance and, in so doing, deprive their working class electorates of real change. In this reply, I argue that the current situation highlights the need for genuine transformative politics and that this is most likely to come from Britain, not the Republic.
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In his article, Seán Byers (2019) presents a comprehensive overview of the post-crash political landscape in Northern Ireland. His most significant contribution is, perhaps, the most understated: that the Blairite settlement is incapable of resolving the social cleavages that threaten any possibility of harmony. He highlights, again and again, the ways in which apparently divergent actors, such as Sinn Fein and the DUP are brought together through the demands of neoliberal governance and, in so doing, deprive their working class electorates of real change.

As Hindmoor (2018) and others have demonstrated, New Labour’s non-confrontational, non-conflictual politics defined a ‘centrist’ mentality that regarded old class antagonisms as not just irrelevant, but unhelpful. By shifting dialogue away from dogmatism to pragmatism, ideology to evidence, conflict to consensus, class to identity, social justice to social mobility, the key proponents of neoliberalism sought to ensure transcendence of the politics of old in achieving the evidence-based, technocratic politics of the future. Given that so many of the architects of New Labour began life as Marxists, it should be no surprise that they adopted teleological visions of the reconciliation of the subjective with the objective and in shifting from the administration of people to the administration of things.

Byers brilliantly highlights the ways in which parties and actors undertook a course of adoption of this disposition as a precondition of electoral success and of government. He shows that, just as New Labour dispensed with opposition to capitalism and compartmentalised it as an inevitable feature of modern society, while promoting concern for ‘progressive’ identity
politics as the basis for social justice through social mobility, Sinn Fein came to accommodate swingeing neoliberal approaches to austerity. While we might take the DUP’s position on the economy for granted, the fact that they were willing to recognise Sinn Fein as a legitimate political actor and representation of ‘a’ community suggests that they, too, bought into modern identity politics, even if they notionally disagreed with Sinn Fein, as with same sex marriage, about which identities might be recognised.

The consequence, of course, was that the basis of the conflict – radical inequalities of wealth, often attached to ethno-cultural identities – has not been addressed and that New Labour’s ability to massage that conflict through subsidies and EU investment was concealed by their public rejection of state intervention.

The big problem, then, is that, having adopted New Labour mentalities, the political actors in Northern Ireland now look, bizarrely, out of touch with events on the ground. While the DUP are clearly at odds with the mainland British mainstream with which they claim to identify, by attempting to enter Government in the South, Sinn Fein look increasingly out of touch with the needs and interests of communities in the North. While British politics is looking increasingly radical and, through Labour and the SNP, increasingly left-wing in economic affairs, Irish politics remains fervently neoliberal, with little appetite on the part of the state to intervene in the economy or health or any number of other areas in which the state, and only the state, can make a transformative difference. The Republic, with its New Labour politics of neoliberalism and identity politics, is both far less radical and far less capable of making any serious inroads to the problems faced, not just in its own society, but especially in the North.

As a consequence, not only do the DUP run the risk of making clear the apparent cultural differences between their cohort and the British mainstream, Sinn Fein run the risk of making the limitations of unification with the South all too apparent to Northern republicans.

This is apparent in Byers’ (2019) article. Again and again he talks of the value of existing health, social and economic protections that stem from Britain’s post-1945 settlement and the impact and transformative potential of ‘British’ institutions, such as Unite. Where there is reference to the impact of ‘Irish’ influence on Sinn Fein, it is with regard, for example, to the need to demonstrate commitment to neoliberalism to appeal to Irish American financiers.

This all turns a number of narratives on their head: it is British, not Irish, politics that has introduced or has the potential to introduce the kind of substantive changes to Northern Ireland that might actually deal with the underlying causes of conflict. The neoliberal consensus demonstrates, simply, that no amount of identity politics, no amount of road signs in different languages, no amount of inter-community recognition of difference will lead us to the kind of settlement that might stop general social decay, chronic health inequalities and kids shooting journalists.

The fact that Britain is the ‘oppressor’ in this instance, and that Britain appears headed toward an unpredictable departure from the EU that so many regard as regressive, makes that conclusion counter-intuitive. However, the Republic’s total failure to challenge neoliberalism and the failure of the main Republican parties in Northern Ireland to uphold radical, progressive socio-economic commitments demonstrates the need for party politics capable of capturing the class interests of those across the ‘two’ communities.

Given the transformative politics of Corbyn’s Labour (see, for example, Standing 2019), and given the absolute dissolution of any notion of the SDLP’s being a left-wing party (Hanna 2019), one first step toward dealing with the present situation should be to stand candidates in each constituency in the North. Whether electorally successful or not, having a party committed to socio-economic transformation pushing other parties has the capacity to shift discourse leftward, as the Tories’ concessions on neoliberalism have illustrated.
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